
“When I was young I was drawn to the book's drawings and pictures more than its
words...Haha. As a child, I used my imagination to create my own story in the book.

The first book I ever read was called “The Magic of Nature.” The title caught my eyes, so I
rushed to borrow it without hesitation.

When I got home I started turning its pages,

On the first page, I dived into the depths of the sea. I saw a rainbow-colored fish. It smiled at
me, so I smiled back. Suddenly I saw many bubbles coming from behind me. I turned and saw
the whale eating the small fish. I came out of the depths of the sea in a hurry and realized that
The Weak Are Meat the Strong Eat.

I turned the page, and I began to feel very thirsty and hot, so I saw water from afar. I rushed
to arrive at the spot, it was nothing but a mirage. I left the desert with the conclusion that not
everything you see is real.

Suddenly I forgot my thirst and went swimming in free space. I played a lot and called for
my mother.... Nobody heard me, the space is wide and it was hard to live alone, that's when I
realized the importance of family.

When I grew up I realized that I had not read the book The Magic of Nature haha   I was only
7 years old, I could not even read.

I became a friend of nature.
from the planet of life

I saw the light from the darkness of the earth
My soul left my body and hugged the biggest stars in the sky
I closed my eyes and I heard her say

Are you from Mercury?!
I was not close to anyone but I burnt myself to be the light for others. Since I am the first

child they all expect me to  be the responsible one

From Mars then?!
I am cold, never felt warm. I've just been through the cruelty.

Strong! I see the beauty of your childhood innocence. Let me guess where are you from, Saturn
or Uranus?!

Those who know me say I am a good neighbor, a person of inner beauty without cunning or
deception.



I don't understand you, are you from Neptune or Pluto? How did you get here?!
I laughed and said I am beyond that, I lived alone and fought alone.
My crying woke the stars up.
“Stop asking me”.

Wake up from your dreams
I am the earth girl
Created on the planet of life
I am the girl of the purest spot on earth
Strange how I see you every day while you don't!
I look down on earth
I saw it as a black cover
Who will lighten it? What are you going to do? You idiot!
You can count on me to become the star of the earth and to lighten it up.


